Formation of Liquid Marbles Using pH-Responsive Particles: Rolling vs Electrostatic Methods.
Aqueous dispersions of micrometer-sized, monodisperse polystyrene (PS) particles carrying pH-responsive poly[2-(diethylamino)ethyl methacrylate] (PDEA) colloidal stabilizer on their surfaces were dried under ambient conditions at pH 3.0 and 10.0. The resulting dried cake-like particulate materials were ground into powders and used as a stabilizer to fabricate liquid marbles (LMs) by rolling and electrostatic methods. The powder obtained from pH 3.0 aqueous dispersion consisted of polydisperse irregular-shaped colloidal crystal grains of densely packed colloids which had hydrophilic character. On the other hand, the powder obtained from pH 10.0 aqueous dispersion consisted of amorphous and disordered colloidal aggregate grains with random sizes and shapes, which had hydrophobic character. Reflecting the hydrophilic-hydrophobic balance of the dried PDEA-PS particle powders, stable LMs were fabricated with distilled water droplets by rolling on the powders prepared from pH 10.0, but the water droplets were adsorbed into the powders prepared from pH 3.0. In the electrostatic method, where an electric field assists transport of powders to a droplet surface, the PDEA-PS powders prepared from pH 3.0 jumped to an earthed pendant distilled water droplet to form a droplet of aqueous dispersion. Conversely the larger powder aggregates prepared from pH 10.0 did not jump due to cohesion between the hydrophobic PDEA chains on the PS particles, resulting in no LM formation.